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Predicting the Veracity of Rumors in Social Networks:
Computational Explorations
Soroush Vosoughi
November, 2014

Abstract
The spread of malicious or accidental misinformation in social media, especially in timesensitive situations such as real-world emergencies can have harmful effects on individuals
and society. Using computational methods, this thesis investigates the nature of rumors
surrounding real-world events on Twitter and Reddit, using the April 2013 Boston Marathon
bombings as a case study. With the perspective that in social media both the linguistic and
the network dynamics of messages need to be taken into consideration, we propose a set of
linguistic and graph-theoretic features that make up the anatomy of rumors. The key idea
is that there are measurable differences in the make up of false and true rumors. We extract
these features using novel natural language processing and network analytic algorithms that
we have developed. In this thesis, we propose a dynamic computational model of rumors
composed of these features. The model will be evaluated on the rumors surrounding the
August 2014 Ferguson unrest. Once fully evaluated, the model will be used to build a
real-time rumor verification system for Twitter and Reddit that can be used during realworld emergencies. This system will have immediate real-world applications for consumers
of news, journalists and emergency services and can help minimize and dampen the impact
of misinformation.

1

Introduction

In the last decade the Internet has become a major player as a source for news. In fact a study by
the Pew Research Center has identified the Internet as the most important resource for the news
for people under the age of 30 in the US and the second most important overall after television
[5]. More recently, the emergence and rise in popularity of social media and networking services
such as Twitter, Facebook and Reddit have greatly affected the news reporting and journalism
landscapes. While social media is mostly used for everyday chatter, it is also used to share news
and other important information [11, 18]. Now more than ever people turn to social media as
their source of news [15, 24, 14], this is especially true for breaking-news, where people crave
rapid updates on developing events in real time. As Kwak et al. (2010) have shown, over 85%
of all trending topics 1 on Twitter are headline or persistent news [14]. Moreover, the ubiquity,
1

Trending topics are those topics being discussed more than others on Twitter.
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accessibility, speed and ease-of-use of social media have made them invaluable sources of firsthand information. Twitter for example has proven to be very useful in emergency situations,
particularly for response and recovery [26]. However, the same factors that make social media a
great resource for dissemination of breaking-news, combined with the relative lack of oversight
of such services, make social media fertile ground for the creation and spread of unsubstantiated
and unverified information about events happening in the world.
This unprecedented shift from traditional news media, where there is a clear distinction
between journalists and news consumers, to social media, where news is crowd-sourced and
anyone can be a reporter, has presented many challenges for various sectors of society, such
as journalists, emergency services and news consumers. Journalists now have to compete with
millions of people online for breaking-news. Often time this leads journalists to fail to strike
a balance between the need to be first and the need to be correct, resulting in an increasing
number of traditional news sources reporting unsubstantiated information in the rush to be
first [6, 7]. Emergency services have to deal with the consequences and the fallout of rumors
and witch-hunts on social media, and finally, news consumers have the incredibly hard task of
sifting through posts in order to separate substantiated and trust-worthy posts from rumors
and unjustified assumptions. A case in point of this phenomenon is the social media’s response
to the Boston Marathon bombings. As the events of the bombings unfolded, people turned
to social media services like Twitter and Reddit to learn about the situation on the ground
as it was happening. Many people tuned into police scanners and posted transcripts of police
conversations on these sites. As much as this was a great resource for the people living in the
greater Boston, enabling them to stay up-to-date on the situation as it was unfolding, it led to
several unfortunate instances of false rumors being spread, and innocent people being implicated
in witch-hunts [13, 16, 25]. Another example of such phenomenon is the 2010 earthquake in
Chile where rumors propagated in social media created chaos and confusion amongst the news
consumers [17].
In this thesis, we plan to develop and combine a set of natural language processing and
complex network analysis tools and algorithms that enable the study and analysis of the underlying processes that develop on social media in emergency situations. More generally, we
are interested in using social media as an experimental ground for studying and quantifying the
nature of communicative discourse in highly connected, complex and massive communication
networks (such as social media), in order to better understand and model the dynamic processes
that evolve on these networks and the underlying signals driving them. Through modeling these
signals and processes we attempt to explain, predict and modify how these systems behave under
different conditions. As mentioned, one such behavior that we are interested in modeling is how
such systems behave during real-world emergencies (e.g., natural disasters, terrorist attacks,
plane crashes, etc). Specifically, we want to model the emergence, evolution, propagation and
impact of unverified assertions (or rumors) on social media during emergency situations. We
then plan to use these models to predict the veracity of assertions made about such events on
social media, with the goal of creating a rumor verification tool for use in emergencies. Finally,
we plan to study and experiment with possible approaches for intervening and minimizing the
impact and spread of false information in these networks.
5
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Background

Although there has been extensive work done on measuring and quantifying information credibility and modeling the spread of information in networks, most have approached this problem
either through a text and language processing or network science and complex system analytics
framework. The research done in the network science domain have mainly focused on modeling
various diffusion and cascade structures [8, 10], the spread of “epidemics” [20, 19, 9], knowledge
[8] and information and propaganda [21]. Work has also been done on identifying influential
players in spreading information through a network [28, 1] and identifying sources of information
[22]. In a work more directly related to our research direction, Mendoza et al, have looked at
the difference in propagation behavior of false rumors and true news on Twitter [17]. In all of
these cases the properties of the actual entity that is being spread–be it a message, knowledge,
or a virus– is never analyzed or taken into consideration in the models. In contrast, our work will
be looking at the content of the messages being spread in addition to the propagation behavior
of these messages and any information that might be available about the agents involved in the
propagation.
Relevant research done in text and language processing domain primarily falls either under information retrieval and comparison or semantic and sentiment analysis. The former involves using various NLP techniques to retrieve relevant information from text (or speech) and
then comparing the information against a database of known-facts. The Washington Post’s
TruthTeller 2 which attempts to fact check political speech in real time is a great example of
such work. The latter research attempt to detect non-literal text (text that is not supposed to
be taken at face value) such as sarcasm [12], satire [3] and hostility (flames) [23] through a
combination of semantic and sentiment analytic techniques.
As far as we can tell, there have been very few studies that take all these factors into
consideration. Most relevant is the work of Castillo et al [4], where the authors have looked
at a combination of linguistics and propagation factors that can be used to approximate users’
subjective perceptions of credibility on Twitter (i.e. whether users believe the tweets they are
reading), they do not however focus on objective credibility of messages.

3

Thesis Summary and Methodology

This work uses Twitter’s and Reddit’s response to the April 2013 Boston Marathon bombings
as a case study to analyze and model the genesis, evolution and propagation of rumors. The
work starts by annotating more than 20 rumors that spread about the events surrounding the
bombings, followed by processing and parsing raw tweets and posts using various NLP and network analytic tools which we have developed. Leading to a computational analysis of rumors
and predictive models for estimating the veracity of assertions in these mediums and finally evaluating these models on tweets and reddit posts about other real-world events and emergencies,
such as the August 2014 unrest in Ferguson.
2
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This section will explaining the following:
• The definition of rumors.
• The process through which messages on Twitter and Reddit are operationalized as a
collection of computationally measurable and quantifiable features.
• The tools that have been built and need to be built to extract these features.
• The creation of a computational model of rumors using these features.

3.1

Anatomy of an Assertion in Social Media

At any given time an assertion on social media can potentially be broken down into the following
parts:
• The Form/Style: How is the message presented? Is it well polished? Grammatical?
Does it use slang?
• The Function/Content: What is the message about? What is it intended to achieve?
• The Agents/Users: Who is presenting the message? Which platform is being used?
Which social group does the author belong to? What is the history of the author?
• The Propagation/Cascade Dynamics: What was the speed at which the message
spread? What did the propagation tree look like? How many “influential nodes” did it
pass through? How fast did its spread decay?
By breaking down assertions along these dimensions over time, we can create a dynamic
fingerprint for each assertion. We can then group false and true assertions together and look
for common structural properties between assertions in each group. In addition we can look
for possible signals that can differentiate between the false and true assertions. Even though
our work focuses on rumors, similar characterization techniques can be used to analyze different
phenomenons in social networks.

3.2

Quantifying and Operationalizing Assertions

In the section above we briefly talked about how assertions in social media can be characterized
by a combination of their form, function, agents and propagation dynamics. In this section
we will explain in greater detail the nature of these four dimensions and describe how they are
quantified.
7

3.2.1

The Form/Style

The form of a message captures how it is presented and is assumed to be independent of its
information content. There are many ways to encode the form of a message, however we have
found two aspects of the form to carry the most information (and thus be more predictive) about
the nature of a signal in social media. These two aspects are the sophistication and the formality
of a message. The sophistication of a message is captured through the following features:
• Type/token ratio. (E.g., number of adjectives, etc.)
• Complexity of the sentences. (E.g. embedded clauses, etc.)
• Complexity of words. (E.g., number of syllables, rarity.)
The formality of a message is captured through these features:
• Grammatical correctness of the message.
• Usage of emoticons.
• Usage of Internet slang. (E.g., lol, etc.)
The form of any message can be quantified using the metrics above. Our own preliminary studies
have shown all of these metrics to be predictive of how the style of a message is perceived by
users (i.e. whether the test users classify the message as well-formed or not). Some of these
metrics can be calculated very simply (for example, the number of syllables for a word can be
looked up in a dictionary), other metrics, such as the grammatical correctness of a message
require more complicated algorithms that we have either developed or are planning to develop.
3.2.2

The Function/Content

The function of a message captures both the information content of the message and the
intention behind it (also known as the semantics and pragmatics of a message). We encode the
function of a message by looking at its topics, references (such as links to news articles, books,
etc), sentiment and speech acts. Below we will explain how these are measured:
• Topics: Instead of looking at each individual word in a message we use hierarchical topic
modeling techniques (e.g., HLDA) to categorize the message as a whole.
• References: External material that the message might be referencing. We extract the
source and the content of the material.
• Sentiment: What is the attitude conveyed in the message? (E.g., Is it a hateful message
or a message of encouragement?)
• Speech acts: Captures what the message is intended to achieve. (E.g., Is it meant to
inform or is it merely asking a question?)
8

As with the form, our preliminary studies have shown all of these metrics to be useful in characterizing messages. All of these metrics require sophisticated algorithms to be properly measured.
We have already developed most of these algorithms (such as the speech act and sentiment
classifiers) and plan to use off-the-shelve algorithms for the remaining metric (such as topic
modeling).
3.2.3

The Agents/Users

Messages in social media do not appear out of thin air and they do not spread by themselves,
they require users to create and spread them and they require a medium to be spread through.
We try to capture this aspect of a message by looking at the history and profile of the users
that create, spread or reply to the message. Specifically, we look at the community, influence,
role and reputation of these agents. Below we will explain these factors in more detail:
• Community: The political/social communities that the user identifies with. (E.g., right/left,
conspiracy theorists, apolitical, fiscally conservative, socially liberal, etc.)
• Influence: Number of followers/friends. Have they been recognized as an influential
member of the community?
• Reputation: Are they known for spreading false information? Are they trusted in the
community (e.g., Karma points in reddit)? Are they a controversial/polarizing figure?
• Role: The agents’ role in their social network. Are they usually a source of novel messages
or do they just repeat others? Do they comment on or modify the messages they forward
or just forward them without modification? We also take into account the agents’ role in
the real-world. (E.g., journalist, news consumer, law enforcement, etc.)
In contrast with the form and the function of a message, not all of the metrics mentioned here
can be measured algorithmically. A few of these metrics such as the reputation and role require
some level of manual annotation and expert knowledge.
3.2.4

The Propagation/Cascade Dynamics

Unless a message is being observed right at the source, any message will have traversed a path
through a network of agents before being observed by an observer. The path that a message
takes can tell a lot about the nature of the message. Our preliminary studies have shown that the
shape and the speed of a message’s spread is predictive of not only the future spread, influence
and impact of the signal but also the information content of the message. Below we will explain
these factors in more detail:
• Adoption Shape: This captures the tree shape through which a message is adopted by
different agents in a network. (For example, is it a wide and shallow tree, or is it a narrow
and deep tree?)
9

• Speed: Propagation rate. What was the rate of adoption of the message over time? When
was its peak? How fast did it decay?
Through preliminary studies, we have already shown that the shape and speed of most signals
can be grouped into a handful of classes. We are currently working on automatic classification
algorithms for this task which will make quantifying the propagation dynamics of a message
much easier.

3.3

A Computation Model of Rumors

Once we are able to operationalize assertions in social media along these four dimensions we
can create dynamic fingerprints for assertions. We can then employ computational methods to
analyze and study these fingerprints to look for signals differentiating false and true assertions.
In order to do that we need to first manually annotate several rumors in our data-set to use as
ground truth. We need to identify what the rumors are about, when and how they were started
and finally when they were “resolved” as true or false. Below we will explain how we do this.
3.3.1

What is a Rumor?

In order to study rumors, we first need to clearly define them so that we can mark their birth
and spread in our complex system. A rumor starts from one or more sources and spreads over
time from node to node in our system. A rumor can end in three ways: it can be resolved as
either true (factual), false (non-factual) or remain unresolved. There are usually several rumors
about the same topic, any number of which can be true or false. The resolution of one or more
rumors automatically resolves all other rumors about the same topic. For example, take the
number of perpetrators in the bombings; there could be several rumors about this topic:
1. Only one person was responsible for this act.
2. This was the work of at least 2 or more people.
3. There are only 2 perpetrators.
4. It was at least a team of 5 that did this.
Once rumor number 3 was confirmed as true, it automatically resolved the other rumors as well.
(In this case, rumors 1 and 4 resolved to be false and rumor 2 resolved to be true.) Detecting
the birth of rumors in our system is relatively straight forward because we can look for the first
mention of a rumor and use that as the approximate birth of that rumor. (Approximate, because
we cannot be sure that it was truly the first mention.) In our dataset, rumors almost always
emerge from Reddit and Twitter.
Next we need to have a criterion for the resolution of rumors. When are rumors about a
particular topic considered resolved? For now, we consider rumors to be officially resolved once
Wikipedia has closed the case on the topic. This is a very conservative estimate as Wikipedia
editors usually require multiple confirmations from government and news agencies before they
consider a case closed. Using this procedure, we manually annotated 24 rumors about the
Boston Marathon bombings.
10

3.3.2

Predictive Model and Real Time Rumor Verification

Now that we have an official resolver of rumors, we would like to devise an algorithm that
can predict the veracity of rumors before they are officially resolved by Wikipedia. We can
operationalize our rumors using the features discussed earlier. By doing so, we can create a
computational fingerprint for rumors. Our hypothesis is that over time, the fingerprints of true
and false rumors about a particular topic will exhibit subtle but significantly different dynamic
structures that can be detected algorithmically. Importantly, we believe that on average this
signal will be detectable before the rumors are officially resolved and thus allowing us to verify
or reject a rumor before official resolution.
The end goal is to create a rumor verification system that can analyze and predict the
veracity of rumors about emergency events in real-time as they unfold. We can use our analysis
of rumors surrounding the Boston Marathon bombings to create reference fingerprints for false
and true rumors. In a new emergency, the system would track rumors as they spread in real-time
and dynamically update their fingerprints. At every step the new fingerprints are compared with
our reference false and true fingerprints and given a likelihood of match along with a confidence
score. This system will be semi-supervised as it requires a human to tune it to real-world events.
The real-time rumor verification tool will be a website that allows users to tune into an
event through searching for terms describing the event. (E.g., the terms “Boston”, “marathon”
and “bomb” for the Boston Marathon bombings). The tool then uses standard query expansion
techniques [27] to capture more terms relevant to the event in order to increase the recall of the
search. Once the tool is fully tuned into an event, it uses unsupervised topic modeling and text
clustering algorithms such as Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [2] to group the conversation
around the event into different topics and sub-topics. (E.g., one topic could be “the number
of bombs that exploded”, or “the Saudi student was responsible for the bombings”, etc). The
tool then uses our predictive model to estimate the veracity of each of these claims which is
then displayed to the user on a “Truthiness Meter”. The website will also provide the users with
an option to disagree or agree with the algorithm. This feedback is used in future training of
the system. There will also be a section for users to discuss the rumors amongst themselves. A
preliminary sketch of the website is shown in the appendix.

4

Evaluation

In its most general form, this thesis presents a computational model of assertions (including
rumors) about real-world emergencies in social media, specifically Twitter and Reddit. The
Boston Marathon bombings is the real-world event on which this analysis and modeling is
performed. One of the primary ways in which this model can be evaluated is by testing it on a
completely different data-set about another real-world event. We have decided to use the August
2014 Ferguson unrest3 following the police shooting of Michael Brown as our test data-set.
The evaluation will consist of first manually annotating the rumors around the Ferguson
unrest using the same technique as was used for the Boston Marathon bombings rumors. This
3
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entails identifying the major rumors about the event and figuring out the time-line of the rumors,
beginning from the origin all the way until the rumors are “officially” resolved as false or true.
Next we run our system on the tweets and posts about the Ferguson event as if it was happening
in real-time. Our system will be quantifying the messages using the techniques explained earlier
and create a dynamic fingerprint for each rumor. These fingerprints are not static and will
change as new messages about the rumors are fed into the system and processed. At each
time step, our system feeds these fingerprints into our model, which was trained on the Boston
Marathon bombings data-set to get a prediction (along with a confidence score) of the veracity
of the rumor. Once the confidence of our model is above a certain threshold we consider the
rumor resolved. We then compare the prediction of our model for each rumor to the manually
annotated ground truth and measure the accuracy of the model.
All the algorithms developed for feature extraction are evaluated using standard cross-fold
validation. The ground truth for these evaluations are mostly collected through Amazon Turk’s 4
crowd-sourced annotation services.

5

Conclusion

This thesis investigates the nature of rumors surrounding real-world events on Twitter and Reddit, using these service’s response to the Boston Marathon bombings as a reference. The work
spans both the technical algorithms needed to deconstruct messages into their computational
bits and the creation of a computational model of rumors. The focus of study is the understanding of the anatomy of rumors and what the anatomy reveals about their veracity. With
the perspective that in social media, both the linguistic and the network dynamics of messages
need to be taken into consideration, we propose a set of 16 features, divided into 4 categories:
Function, Form, Agents, and Propagation Dynamics. We then propose a computational model
of rumors composed of these 16 features. We plan to train this model on manually annotated
examples of false and true rumors and then evaluate the model by running it on the rumors
surrounding the August 2014 Ferguson unrest.
The expected contributions of this work fall into several categories. The operationalization
of messages in social media through linguistic and graph-theoretic features. Methodology for
annotating rumors in social media. The algorithms developed for analyzing and extracting
interesting features from messages which contribute to the body of tools in NLP and network
analytics. And finally, by creating a computational model of rumors, we can build a real-time
rumor verification system for Twitter and Reddit that can be used during real-world emergencies
such as earthquakes, fires, riots and terrorist attacks. This system will have immediate real-world
applications for consumers of news, journalists and emergency services.

4
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6
6.1

Research Plan
Completed work

The dataset needed for this project has already been collected and mostly annotated and a
number of the natural language and network analytic tools and algorithms, such as sentiment,
speech act, formality and sophistication classifiers have already been implemented and evaluated.

6.2

Timeline

Early November
November 2014
Late November
December 2014
Early January 2015
January 2015
February 2015
March 2015
April 2015
Late April - May 2015

6.3

Submit thesis proposal.
Finish work on semantic analysis algorithms.
Defend thesis proposal.
Work on network analytics algorithms.
ICWSM2015 deadline; a good deadline for publishing some of the
algorithms.
Finish final computational model.
Finish evaluation of model on Ferguson data-set. Finish thesis document outline.
Finish thesis draft.
Thesis defense.
Submit final thesis document.

Required resources

The main resource required to complete this thesis is access to Twitter, Reddit and Wikipedia
posts made about the Boston Marathon bombings, starting from the day of the event until two
weeks after (April 15, 2013 to April 29, 2013), and the Ferguson unrest, from the day of the
shooting of Michael Brown on August 9, 2014 to the end of the unrest around August 23, 2014.
We already have collected and annotated the Boston Marathon bombings data-set in the past
year and we are in the process of doing the same for Ferguson data-set.
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Addendum: Response to the Reviewers
Thanks to all the reviewers for their thoughtful comments. I have identified several key points
from the reviews that I wish to address here:
• The few typos in the documents have been fixed and the document has been proofread
once more.
• I have cited two references (6 and 7) to substantiate the claim about the role of technology
on the veracity of reporting.
• One reviewer wanted me to front-load the goals of the project. I have made it clear in the
introduction and the abstract that I am modeling the linguistic and diffusion characteristics
of rumors. I am then using these models to predict the veracity of rumors. I mention this
in the abstract: “we propose a set of linguistic and graph-theoretic features that make
up the anatomy of rumors. The key idea is that there are measurable differences in the
make up of false and true rumor.”. I also talk about this in the last paragraph of the
introduction: “Specifically, we want to model the emergence, evolution, propagation and
impact of unverified assertions (or rumors) on social media during emergency situations.
We then plan to use these models to predict the veracity of assertions made about such
events on social media, with the goal of creating a rumor verification tool for use in
emergencies.”
• I have included more details about the real-time verification tool in section 3.3.2 of the
proposal as was requested. I have also included a rough sketch of what the tool’s interface
would look like in the appendix.
• One reviewer raised the point that the “Boston Marathon bombings” and the “Ferguson
unrests” data-sets are quite different from each other. I agree that this is indeed the case.
I intentionally wanted to look at real-world emergencies that were not too similar, in order
to show that our models can be generalized to different types of events. However, the
reviewer’s point about looking at a more similar event as a first stage evaluation makes
great sense. Though I do not currently have such a data-set I will definitely be searching
for one. (Maybe the reviewer has one in mind?)
• It was pointed out that the difference between rumors associated with a given context
can be in kind (content) or degree (emphasis). This is certainly true and an important
distinction. This thesis focuses on measuring the difference in kind. Looking at the
different in degree of rumors is an interesting idea but one that falls somewhat outside the
scope of this thesis. However I have given this some thought and if time permits, plan to
develop an algorithm for predicting the “impact” a rumor might have so that intervention
strategies can focus on dampening the effects of high impact rumors.
• As it was correctly observed in the reviews, our system treats “truth” as a binary variable.
A claim is defined to be true if it was confirmed by multiple trusted sources (this is
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discussed in section 3.3.1) and false if it was denied by the those sources. (If a rumors was
neither confirmed nor denied, it is left as unresolved.) I agree with the reviewer’s premise
that human nature is far from binary and that false rumors may turn into self-fulfilling
prophecies. Even though this is outside the scope of this thesis, I have given this problem
some thought and have plans for future work to address these issues. If time permits, I
would like to develop another measure for rumors to estimate the “justifiability” of rumors
in addition to the veracity. As the name suggests, this justifiability metric would capture
how justifiable a claim is at the time that it is made. So a false rumor that turns into
a true fact would still have low justifiability even though its veracity would change. The
differentiation between intentional and unintentional falsification is also an important one
which is again beyond the scope of this work but is a natural extension of this work.
• Finally, one reviewer’s comment about the overlap of rumor propagation and spatial event
space propagation is a very interesting one. Specifically,the suggestion by the reviewer to
map between the rumor space and the physical space to predict upcoming locations of
the near future emergency spaces is very intriguing and one that I had not considered.
This idea would have immediate applications for law enforcement agencies. One possible
obstacle to looking at spatial event space is the relative lack of location information in
our data-set. Only a very small percent of tweets are geo-tagged and there is no location
information for Reddit posts. Though it is possible to extract location information from
text using named-entity and event extraction algorithms, this currently falls outside the
scope of this thesis. However, this idea is extremely powerful and I would be very happy
to discuss this further with the reviewer offline. We might be able to find possible ways
to extend this thesis in that direction once the current proposed work has been finished,
defended and hopefully published!
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